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Abstract

Recent studies show integrating language re-001
sources which consist of lexical resources,002
syntactic resources and semantic resources003
can improve the performance of natural lan-004
guage processing (NLP) tasks. The existing005
methods mostly perform simple integration006
through concatenating these resources succes-007
sively, seldom consider complementary rela-008
tionship among them, such as the deep com-009
munication of syntactic and semantic relations010
between words. To enhance deep syntax-011
semantics communication, this paper takes as-012
pect term extraction (ATE) task as an example013
and explores four integration strategies of lan-014
guage resources. These strategies, based on015
Answer Set Programming (ASP) rules, have016
interpretability. Experiments on eight ATE017
datasets show that our strategies achieve su-018
perior performance, demonstrating that they019
are highly effective in integrating language re-020
sources.021

1 Introduction022

Language resources have been widely used for var-023

ious NLP tasks (Wei et al., 2020; Zhang and Qian,024

2020; Junqi et al., 2021). These resources consist of025

lexical resources, syntactic resources, and semantic026

resources. Lexical resources include word form,027

part of speech (POS), sequence of word forms, se-028

quence of POS, word embedding, language model,029

etc. Syntactic resources include dependency gram-030

mar (DEP), phrase structure grammar, etc. Se-031

mantic resources include predicate argument struc-032

ture, semantic role, abstract meaning representation033

(AMR), sentence embedding, etc.034

Many studies have shown that integrating lan-035

guage resources can bring improved performance036

for NLP tasks, such as machine translation (Song037

et al., 2019; Wei et al., 2020), information extrac-038

tion (Rastegar-Mojarad et al., 2017; Wang et al.,039

2017b), aspect extraction (Yang and Huang, 2016;040
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Figure 1: Dependency tree and AMR graph of Exam-
ple 1 “The camera has a good battery.”

Veyseh et al., 2020). The early approaches have in- 041

volved the rule-based (Qiu et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 042

2017) and conditional random field (CRF)-based 043

methods (Yang and Huang, 2016) while the recent 044

work has focused on neural network models (Wang 045

et al., 2017b; Vashishth et al., 2019). 046

Though achieving impressive progress, these 047

methods mostly integrate language resources 048

through a straightforward way such as simple con- 049

catenation where lexical, syntactic and semantic 050

information of a sentence are concatenated succes- 051

sively. But this way neglects complementary rela- 052

tionship among resources such as the internal inte- 053

gration of syntactic and semantic relations between 054

words in a sentence. As we all know, language is a 055

combination of form and meaning, complementary 056

relationship among lexical, syntax and semantics 057

is very important for NLP tasks. Take dependency 058

tree and AMR graph of Example 1 “The camera 059

has a good battery.” as an instance. Figure 1 (a) 060

shows its POS and syntactic structure of depen- 061

dency tree where the noun “battery” and the noun 062

“camera” have dependency relation “nsubj-dobj”, 063

while (b) presents its semantic structure of AMR 064

graph where “battery” and “camera” have the se- 065

mantic relation “domain”. If we want to extract 066
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the aspect “battery”, it is more accurate to extract067

it when using the deep communication of POS,068

syntax and semantics.069

To enhance deep syntax-semantics communica-070

tion, this paper proposes four integration strate-071

gies which are Semantic Rule Concatenation based072

strategy (Sem-C), Syntactic Rule Concatenation073

based strategy (SYN-C), Semantic Graph Structure074

based strategy (SEM-G) and Syntax Tree Struc-075

ture based strategy (SYN-G). SEM-C and SYN-076

C based on ASP rule concatenation can take full077

advantage of the scalability of rules while SEM-078

G and SYN-G based on language structure can079

maintain the structure of tree and graph. Based080

on the non-monotonicity and scalability of An-081

swer Set Programming (ASP) (Gelfond, 1988),082

this paper employs ASP which offers detail-giving,083

natural-language explanations for its answers to084

perform the four strategies. In our paper, the lexi-085

cal resource adopted is POS, the syntactic resource086

adopted is DEP, and the semantic resource adopted087

is AMR.088

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed089

strategies, we take aspect term extraction (ATE)090

task as an example and conduct experiments on091

eight publicly aspect-annotated datasets. Experi-092

mental results show that our strategies outperform093

the baselines by a large margin, offering an alter-094

native for the integration of language resources.095

Further analysis indicates that our strategies have096

interpretability and are highly effective in perform-097

ing deep syntax-semantics communication, verify-098

ing the importance of complementary relationship099

between syntax and semantics for NLP tasks. We100

will publish all source codes and datasets of this101

work on Github for further research explorations102

https://github.com/njirene/SynSem.103

2 Related Work104

Recent studies have shown that integrating lan-105

guage resources can bring improved performance106

for NLP tasks (Marcheggiani et al., 2018; Song107

et al., 2019; Rastegar-Mojarad et al., 2017; Vey-108

seh et al., 2020). With regard to the integration of109

language resources, there has been considerable110

work combining lexical resources only (Hu and111

Liu, 2004; Ma et al., 2019), a range of work inte-112

grating lexical and syntactic resources (Qiu et al.,113

2011; Liu et al., 2015), some work integrating lex-114

ical and semantic resources (Li et al., 2012; Li115

and Chang, 2019; Dohare et al., 2017; Hardy and116

Vlachos, 2018), and fewer combining all of them 117

(Yang and Huang, 2016; Wang et al., 2017b). 118

In these researches of integrating lexical, syntac- 119

tic and semantic resources, they mostly use neural 120

network and CRF which have been utilized as some 121

NLP tasks, such as information extraction (Wang 122

et al., 2017b; Rastegar-Mojarad et al., 2017), ma- 123

chine translation (Marcheggiani et al., 2018) and 124

aspect extraction (Yang and Huang, 2016). For ex- 125

ample, Wang et al. (2017b) propose to concatenate 126

word embeddings, dependency embeddings, and 127

AMR embeddings as features and use SVM and 128

random forest for drug-drug interaction. Marcheg- 129

giani et al. (2018) propose to exploit semantics 130

in neural machine translation with graph convolu- 131

tional networks (GCN) where syntax and seman- 132

tic are combined together in the same GCN layer. 133

Yang and Huang (2016) propose a hybrid approach 134

which incorporates domain lexicon with syntac- 135

tic and semantic features to perform aspect extrac- 136

tion. The approach acquires domain lexicon using 137

CRF and simply combines it with POS, dependency 138

structure, semantic role based on word embedding. 139

However, these studies mostly perform shal- 140

low integration through concatenating language 141

resources successively, and neglect the deep in- 142

tegration and complementary relationship among 143

them. Moreover, these methods are not inter- 144

pretable when integrating syntactic and semantic 145

resources, and require a great deal of annotated 146

data to train models. 147

This paper focuses on ASP rule-based approach. 148

Different from the existing approaches, our ap- 149

proach can achieve complementary relationship 150

between semantic and syntactic resources. The 151

scalability of ASP makes our integration strategies 152

flexible and general, i.e., it can be used to combine 153

almost all language resources. 154

3 ASP Based Framework for Aspect 155

Extraction 156

Answer Set Programming originates from non- 157

monotonic logic and logic programming. It is a 158

logic programming paradigm based on the answer 159

set semantics (Gelfond, 1988; Bonatti et al., 2010), 160

which offers an elegant declarative semantics to 161

the negation as failure operator in Prolog. An ASP 162

program consists of rules of the form: 163

l0 :- l1, ..., lm, not lm+1, ..., not ln. 164

where each li for i ∈ [0...n] is a literal of some 165

signature, i.e., expressions of the form p(t) where 166
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Figure 2: ASP based framework for aspect extraction.

p is a predicate and t is a term, and not is called167

negation as failure or default negation. For168

instance, amr (A, mod, O) is an atom with the169

predicate amr, and three terms, one constant mod170

and two variables A and O. A rule without body is171

called a fact.172

In this paper, ASP based framework for extract-173

ing aspects is proposed, which consists of input174

layer, extraction layer and output layer, as shown175

in Figure 2. The input layer includes review text,176

opinion word lexicon, and ASP seed rule. The ex-177

traction layer consists of three modules: ASP fact178

extraction, ASP rule generation and ASP answer179

set computing. The output layer outputs the results180

of ASP answer set computing module. The three181

modules in extraction layer are the most important182

steps, we introduce them as follows.183

3.1 ASP Fact Extraction184

To extract ASP facts from syntax tree and AMR185

graph automatically, we develop an algorithm186

which is given in Algorithm 1. First, for every187

sentence si ∈ S , use Stanford Parser1 to parse POS188

of words and dependency relations between words,189

represent them as ASP facts and insert them into190

Factpos, Factdep, respectively (lines 1-3). Second,191

use semantic parser JAMR2 to obtain semantic re-192

lations between words in si, represent them as ASP193

facts and insert them into Factamr(line 4). Third,194

obtain the opinion word facts Factopn(lines 5-9).195

1http://nlp.stanford.edu:8080/parser/
2https://github.com/jflanigan/jamr

Algorithm 1 FactExtraction(S, O)
Require: Review text data S = {s1, ..., sn}, opin-

ion word lexicon O
Ensure: ASP fact knowledge base Fact, includ-

ing POS facts Factpos, syntactic facts Factdep,
semantic facts Factamr and opinion facts
Factopn

1: Fact = {}
2: for every sentence si ∈ S do
3: Factpos, Factdep← SyntacticParsing(S)
4: Factamr ← SemanticParsing(S)
5: for every word w ∈ S do
6: if match(w, O) then
7: represent w into opinion facts and in-

sert them into Factopn
8: end if
9: end for

10: Fact ← Factpos ∪ Factdep ∪ Factamr ∪
Factopn

11: end for

Finally, a set of ASP fact knowledge base Fact 196

will be extracted by repeatedly implementing Algo- 197

rithm 1, which can be used for SEM-C and SYN-C 198

(line 10). Figure 2 shows ASP facts of Example 1. 199

For SEM-G and SYN-G, their facts can be obtained 200

by integrating POS, syntactic, and semantic facts 201

based on language structure, whose algorithm can 202

be found in Appendix. 203

3.2 ASP Rule Generation 204

In the process of ASP rule generation, we first con- 205

struct a few ASP seed rules of four strategies manu- 206

ally. Then, an algorithm (Algorithm 2) is proposed 207

to refine the seed rules and generate the final rules, 208

including the following three steps: generate a lot 209

of instances based on ASP seed rules (lines 1-4); 210

identify the candidate rule set from the grounding 211

rule set (lines 5-10); select the high quality rule 212

subset by greedy algorithm (lines 11-18). Impor- 213

tantly, line 11 ranks rules by precision first because 214

high precision rules are more desirable. The recall 215

can be improved by using more rules. Then we 216

select rules by F1 because we want the final rule 217

set to produce overall good extraction result. If a 218

rule extracts the same aspect with other rules, F1 is 219

unchanged, this step is to prevent the elimination 220

of useful rules. Table 1 shows the examples of the 221

final rules in which the number of amr, dep, and 222

pos literals is up to three. 223
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Algorithm 2 RuleGeneration(Fact,Rseed, L)
Require: ASP facts Fact, ASP seed rulesRseed,

labeled aspects L
Ensure: Final ASP rule setR

1: R = {}, ER = {};
2: for Literals inRseed do
3: replace relations REL in Literal with re-

lations dij in Fact using 4 strategies and
obtain ER;

4: end for
5: for each rule ri ∈ ER do
6: solve {ri} ∪ Fact;
7: if {aspect(A) | {ri} ∪ Fact |= aspect(A) }

∩ L = ∅ then
8: delete ri from ER;
9: end if

10: end for
11: Rank rj ∈ ER by presicion;
12: for each rule rj ∈ ER in descending order do
13: solve {rj} ∪ R ∪ Fact, compute F1 inR
14: if F1 increased or unchanged then
15: insert rj intoR;
16: end if
17: end for
18: OutputR as the final ASP rule set.

3.3 ASP Answer Set Computing224

An ASP program consists of ASP facts and ASP225

rules. Compute the answer set of the logic program226

using an ASP solver like clingo3. Then the aspect227

terms are extracted from the answer set.228

4 Four Strategies for Enhancing Deep229

Syntax-Semantics Communication230

Next we give a more detailed description of our231

strategies. Table 1 shows the integration meth-232

ods in four strategies and the corresponding rules.233

In SEM-C and SYN-C, two or more language re-234

sources in a sentence are concatenated into the rule235

body by expanding; while in SEM-G and SYN-G,236

two or more resources in a sentence are incorpo-237

rated into one resource for use.238

4.1 SEM-C239

SEM-C is a strategy of incorporating syntactic in-240

formation into semantic rules through ASP rule241

concatenation, namely, based on semantic rules,242

DEP and POS in a sentence are concatenated into243

the rule body by using the literals of ASP rules. It244

3https://potassco.org/

includes three integration methods: AMR-POS-C 245

(incorporating POS literal into AMR rule), AMR- 246

DEP-C (incorporating DEP literal into AMR rule), 247

AMR-DEP-POS-C (incorporating DEP and POS 248

literals into AMR rule), as shown in Table 1. Tak- 249

ing AMR-DEP-POS-C for example, 250

aspect(A) :- amr(A,mod,O), dep(A,amod,O), 251

pos(A,nn), opinionword(O), 252

not generalWord(A). 253

where amr(A,mod,O) means that aspect A and opin- 254

ion word O in AMR graph have semantic relation 255

mod. dep(A,amod,O) means that in syntax tree, 256

nodes A and O have the dependency relation amod. 257

pos(A,nn) represents the POS of aspect A is a noun. 258

opinionword(O) means O is an opinion word. not 259

generalWord(A) means not is used to exclude the 260

general words such as “person”, “thing” and so 261

on, which are from the lexicon constructed by (Liu 262

et al., 2013). SEM-C incorporates POS, syntactic 263

and semantic information into one rule. From Ex- 264

ample 1, we can extract aspect “battery” since the 265

relations between “good” and “battery” satisfy the 266

constrains of this rule. 267

4.2 SYN-C 268

SYN-C is a strategy of incorporating semantic in- 269

formation into syntactic rules through ASP rule 270

concatenation, namely, based on syntactic rules, 271

AMR and POS in a sentence are concatenated into 272

the rule body by using the literals of ASP rules. 273

It includes three integration methods: DEP-POS- 274

C (incorporating POS into syntactic rule), DEP- 275

AMR-C (incorporating AMR into syntactic rule), 276

DEP-AMR-POS-C (incorporating AMR and POS 277

into syntactic rule). Although the compositional 278

ways of DEP-AMR-C, DEP-AMR-POS-C in SYN- 279

C and AMR-DEP-C, AMR-DEP-POS-C in SEM-C 280

are different, their integration rules are the same, 281

as the literals of each rule are unordered, as shown 282

in Table 1. 283

4.3 SEM-G 284

SEM-G is a strategy of incorporating syntax tree 285

into semantic graph based on language structure. 286

Based on AMR graph, it incorporates grammatical 287

relation labels between the nodes in syntax tree 288

and the corresponding POS of the nodes into se- 289

mantic relation labels to refine the edge labels in 290

AMR graph. And SEM-G includes three integra- 291

tion methods: AMR-POS-G (incorporating POS 292

into AMR graph), AMR-DEP-G (incorporating 293
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Table 1: Integration methods in four strategies and the corresponding rule instances of Example 1 “The camera has
a good battery.”

Strategies Methods Final Rule Instance

SEM-C
AMR-POS-C aspect(A) :- amr(A,mod,O), pos(A,nn), opinionword(O), not generalWord(A).
AMR-DEP-C aspect(A) :- amr(A,mod,O), dep(A,amod,O), opinionword(O), not generalWord(A).

AMR-DEP-POS-C aspect(A) :- amr(A,mod,O), dep(A,amod,O), pos(A,nn), opinionword(O), not generalWord(A).

SYN-C
DEP-POS-C aspect(A) :- dep(A,amod,O), pos(A,nn), opinionword(O), not generalWord(A).
DEP-AMR-C aspect(A) :- dep(A,amod,O), amr(A,mod,O), opinionword(O), not generalWord(A).

DEP-AMR-POS-C aspect(A) :- dep(A,amod,O), amr(A,mod,O), pos(A,nn), opinionword(O), not generalWord(A).

SEM-G
AMR-POS-G aspect(A) :- amr-pos(A,mod-nn-jj,O), opinionword(O), not generalWord(A).
AMR-DEP-G aspect(A) :- amr-dep(A,mod-amod,O), opinionword(O), not generalWord(A).

AMR-DEP-POS-G aspect(A) :- amr-dep-pos(A,mod-amod-nn-jj,O), opinionword(O), not generalWord(A).

SYN-G
DEP-POS-G aspect(A) :- dep-pos(A,amod-nn-jj,O), opinionword(O), not generalWord(A).
DEP-AMR-G aspect(A) :- dep-amr(A,amod-mod,O), opinionword(O), not generalWord(A).

DEP-AMR-POS-G aspect(A) :- dep-amr-pos(A,amod-mod-nn-jj,O), opinionword(O), not generalWord(A).

cameragood

battery

mod-amod-nn-jj domain-nn-nn

Figure 3: The integration way of AMR-DEP-POS-G

syntax tree into AMR graph), AMR-DEP-POS-294

G (incorporating syntax tree and POS into AMR295

graph). Taking AMR-DEP-POS-G as an example,296

aspect(A) :- amr-dep-pos(A,mod-amod-nn-jj,O),297

opinionword (O),298

not generalWord(A).299

where amr-dep-pos(A,mod-amod-nn-jj,O) means300

that in AMR graph, the edge which nodes A and301

O connect has a concrete relation mod-amod-nn-jj.302

mod-amod-nn-jj represents the semantic relation303

mod, grammatical relation amod between nodes A304

and O, and their POS are combined into the same305

edge, as shown in Figure 3.306

4.4 SYN-G307

SYN-C is a strategy of incorporating semantic308

graph into syntax tree based on language structure.309

It incorporates semantic relation labels between310

the nodes in AMR graph and the corresponding311

POS of the nodes into grammatical relation labels312

to refine the edge labels in syntax tree. The intu-313

ition of this strategy is to guarantee every word in314

a sentence occur in syntax tree. And SYN-G in-315

cludes three integration methods: DEP-POS-G (in-316

corporating POS into syntax tree), DEP-AMR-G317

(incorporating AMR graph into syntax tree), DEP-318

AMR-POS-G (incorporating AMR graph and POS319

into syntax tree). Taking DEP-AMR-POS-G as an320

example,321

aspect(A) :- dep-amr-pos(A,amod-mod-nn-jj,O),322
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opinionword (O), 323

not generalWord(A). 324

where dep-amr-pos(A,amod-mod-nn-jj,O) means 325

that in syntax tree, the edge which nodes A and 326

O connect has a concrete relation amod-mod-nn-jj. 327

amod-mod-nn-jj represents the grammatical rela- 328

tion amod, semantic relation mod between nodes A 329

and O, and their POS are combined into the same 330

edge of syntax tree, as shown in Figure 4. 331

5 Experiments 332

5.1 Datasets 333

Three publicly aspect-annotated corpora are 334

adopted. The first which is from (Hu and Liu, 335

2004) contains five review datasets from four do- 336

mains: digital cameras (D1, D2), cell phone (D3), 337

MP3 player (D4), and DVD player (D5). The sec- 338

ond which is from SemEval-2014 and SemEval- 339

2015contains three review datasets from two do- 340

mains: SemEval-2014 Restaurants (D6), SemEval- 341

2014 Laptops (D7), and SemEval-2015 Restaurants 342

(D8). The third which is from (Liu et al., 2015) 343

contains three datasets: computer (D9), wireless 344

router (D10), and speaker (D11), which are used 345

as the development datasets to construct the seed 346

rules manually. The seed opinion words are offered 347

by (Hu and Liu, 2004) and the original annotated 348

datasets, respectively. Table 2 shows the detailed 349

information of each dataset. 350

For the first corpus, due to the small size of each 351

dataset, we have followed the same way of cross 352
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domain test in (Liu et al., 2015). Namely, for D1 to353

D5, leave-one-out cross validation is utilized. For354

the second corpus, the train-test split is the same as355

the original dataset, as shown in Table 2.356

Table 2: Detailed information of the datasets.

Data Product # Sentences # Aspects
D1 Digital camera 597 237
D2 Digital camera 346 174
D3 Cell phone 546 302
D4 MP3 player 1716 674
D5 DVD player 740 296

D6 Restaurant-14(Train) 3044 3699
Restaurant-14(Test) 800 1134

D7 laptop-14(Train) 3048 2373
laptop-14(Test) 800 654

D8 Restaurant-15(Train) 1315 1279
Restaurant-15(Test) 685 597

D9 Computer(Dev) 531 354
D10 Router(Dev) 879 307
D11 Speaker(Dev) 689 440

5.2 Evaluation Metrics357

For the comparison, we choose the same two ways358

used by (Liu et al., 2016) to compute the extract-359

ing results: 1) mul, based on multiple occurrences360

of each aspect term, and 2) dis, based on distinct361

occurrence of each aspect term. And F1-score are362

adopted to evaluate the performance.363

5.3 Comparative Methods364

To validate the performance of our proposed four365

strategies (e.g., SEM-C, SYN-C, SEM-G and SYN-366

G) on aspect extraction, we compare them against367

three kinds of baselines. The first is the rule based368

baselines, including syntactic rule based methods369

such as DP (Qiu et al., 2011), RSG+ (Liu et al.,370

2016) and DEP (without POS proposed in this pa-371

per), and semantic rule based method AMR (with-372

out POS proposed in this paper). The second is the373

combination method of neural network and linguis-374

tic rules, such as CNN+LP (Poria et al., 2016) and375

RINANTE (Dai and Song, 2019) which is based376

on the dependency relations and POS of words.377

The third is the recent deep learning-based methods,378

such as CMLA (Wang et al., 2017a), GMTCMLA379

(Yu et al., 2019) and SpanMlt (Zhao et al., 2020)380

which uses BiLSTM encoder and BERT encoder.381

5.4 Experimental Results382

The comparison results for all methods are shown383

in Table 3. We observe the average F1 of our pro-384

posed DEP-AMR-POS-G method on mul and dis385

evaluation metrics are higher than all baselines in386

both five datasets and three datasets. Specifically, 1) 387

compared with the syntactical rule based baselines, 388

the total average F1 of DEP-AMR-POS-G on mul 389

and dis, improve by 11.2% and 17.8% (DP), 1.6% 390

and 3.6% (RSG+), 1.6% and 3.6% (DEP), respec- 391

tively. This means that our method adding semantic 392

rules is markedly better than the baselines which 393

only use syntactic rules. 2) Compared with the se- 394

mantic rule based method, DEP-AMR-POS-G are 395

much better than AMR without considering POS 396

and syntax, showing that POS and syntax are bene- 397

ficial to identify aspect terms. 3) Compared with 398

the combination methods of neural network and lin- 399

guistic patterns such as CNN+LP and RINANTE, 400

as well as the deep learning-based methods such 401

as CMLA, GMTCMLA and SpanMlt, DEP-AMR- 402

POS-G still performs well. We believe one of the 403

key reasons is that our method can accomplish com- 404

plementary relationship among resources and cap- 405

ture more information which baselines do not. 406

From Table 3, we can see that in both five and 407

three dataset, the average F1-scores of DEP-AMR- 408

POS-G on mul are up to 89.2% and 87.9%, respec- 409

tively, which are higher than the best methods DEP- 410

AMR-POS-C in SYN-C and AMR-DEP-POS-G 411

in SEM-G. While DEP-AMR-POS-G in D1-D5 412

drops only a little F1-score in dis below DEP-AMR- 413

POS-C. But they both perform better than AMR- 414

DEP-POS-G. This indicates DEP-AMR-POS-G 415

and DEP-AMR-POS-C, which do not omit lin- 416

guistic information by integrating three language 417

resources based on syntax, has better extraction 418

performance. The results of AMR-DEP-POS-G 419

incorporating syntactic structures and POS into se- 420

mantic graph are not promising as we expected. 421

One reason might be due to that the semantic struc- 422

tures discard some surface linguistic knowledge 423

which are important for extracting aspects. 424

We further see that in each strategy, the perfor- 425

mance of the methods combining three language 426

resources is better than the methods combining 427

only two resources. This indicates that the added 428

semantic or syntactic resources can complement 429

the original resources, which can improve the per- 430

formance of aspect extraction. 431

Moreover, DEP-POS-C in SYN-C and DEP- 432

POS-G in SYN-G are better than AMR-POS-C 433

in SEM-C and AMR-POS-G in SEM-G. This indi- 434

cates semantic resource is useful although its per- 435

formance is not so good as syntactic resource. One 436

reason might be due to that semantic relation “mod” 437
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Table 3: F1-score comparison of the baselines and our methods.

Methods Metrics D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 avg D6 D7 D8 avg

Baseline

DP mul 80.0 80.8 82.8 78.1 74.0 79.1 85.2 73.0 83.6 80.6
dis 70.0 67.9 67.9 62.6 62.4 66.1 73.7 68.5 75.6 72.6

RSG+ mul 87.8 90.2 86.3 85.3 87.7 87.4 86.7 75.9 86.2 82.9
dis 78.0 83.2 74.7 73.0 72.7 76.3 76.4 70.2 79.4 75.3

DEP mul 81.2 89.8 78.7 79.6 77.4 81.3 83.3 71.7 76.2 77.1
dis 72.3 80.8 67.5 66.0 61.2 69.6 68.7 66.5 65.1 66.8

AMR mul 66.2 79.9 76.3 76.6 73.7 74.5 76.5 62.4 77.9 72.3
dis 57.0 66.3 65.0 63.0 55.7 61.4 62.4 57.5 63.0 61.0

CNN+LP mul 88.0 84.0 87.0 89.0 90.0 87.6 - - - -
dis - - - - - - - - - -

RINANTE mul - - - - - - - - - -
dis - - - - - - 86.5 80.2 69.9 78.9

CMLA mul - - - - - - - - - -
dis - - - - - - 85.2 77.8 70.7 77.8

GMTCMLA mul - - - - - - - - - -
dis - - - - - - 84.5 78.7 70.5 77.9

SpanMlt mul - - - - - - - - - -
dis - - - - - - 85.2 77.9 71.1 78.1

SEM-C

AMR-POS-C mul 84.7 89.2 84.0 82.3 85.6 85.2 84.4 68.7 80.2 77.8
dis 79.0 81.1 74.5 73.7 78.2 77.3 72.3 65.1 68.2 68.5

AMR-DEP-C mul 85.1 90.5 89.0 80.2 76.6 84.3 84.8 77.2 82.0 81.3
dis 76.9 80.8 77.9 66.2 64.0 73.1 72.4 70.4 70.0 70.9

AMR-DEP-POS-C mul 88.4 92.6 86.5 85.3 88.8 88.3 88.9 79.1 89.0 85.7
dis 81.4 86.9 77.3 74.9 81.8 80.5 79.4 72.8 80.8 77.7

SYN-C

DEP-POS-C mul 88.1 93.3 84.2 84.2 87.2 87.4 86.4 77.9 86.4 83.6
dis 79.7 86.6 74.0 71.8 75.3 77.5 75.7 72.5 79.9 76.0

DEP-AMR-C mul 85.1 90.5 89.0 80.2 76.6 84.3 84.8 77.2 82.0 81.3
dis 76.9 80.8 77.9 66.2 64.0 73.1 72.4 70.4 70.0 70.9

DEP-AMR-POS-C mul 88.4 92.6 86.5 85.3 88.8 88.3 88.9 79.1 89.0 85.7
dis 81.4 86.9 77.3 74.9 81.8 80.5 79.4 72.8 80.8 77.7

SEM-G

AMR-POS-G mul 80.8 85.8 82.4 81.4 84.5 83.0 84.5 68.7 82.1 78.4
dis 75.2 76.1 74.1 71.9 72.5 73.9 72.0 65.6 68.4 68.7

AMR-DEP-G mul 76.4 82.2 78.1 76.7 67.5 76.2 80.5 72.1 77.1 76.6
dis 68.4 66.7 68.2 63.4 55.1 64.4 66.5 66.7 65.3 66.2

AMR-DEP-POS-G mul 86.2 84.3 83.4 81.7 80.3 83.2 85.9 73.7 87.9 82.5
dis 79.9 74.5 76.0 72.0 69.8 74.4 74.5 69.1 77.2 73.6

SYN-G

DEP-POS-G mul 82.1 83.7 82.1 86.2 82.9 83.4 85.7 69.4 86.2 80.4
dis 71.6 77.5 71.5 79.2 74.5 74.9 73.8 64.0 77.3 71.7

DEP-AMR-G mul 68.0 78.7 81.7 87.4 76.2 78.4 78.9 80.5 81.7 80.4
dis 51.0 68.9 67.1 75.6 64.2 65.4 63.9 74.2 69.9 69.3

DEP-AMR-POS-G mul 88.5 91.6 89.8 90.6 85.2 89.2 90.6 82.8 90.4 87.9
dis 82.6 80.8 77.8 77.7 75.7 78.9 83.7 80.5 83.4 82.1

in AMR, which covers more than a dozen relations438

in syntax trees such as “amod”, “nmod”, is very439

coarse-grained. But fine-grained dependency rela-440

tions (e.g., “amod”) between opinion words and441

aspects are important. Another reason might be442

due to the parser performance limitation of seman-443

tic structure. For example, JAMR whose average444

parsing performance is less than 70% (Flanigan445

et al., 2014). From Table 2, we can see our meth-446

ods are suitable for small samples. For example,447

in D2 dataset, the number of its sentences is 346,448

our methods can obtain good performance, this449

indicates our methods don’t require more data.450

5.5 Efficiency Analysis451

Since our proposed strategies use the same ASP452

solver and algorithm on the same datasets, we take453

D6 dataset as an example to compare their final rule 454

number and running time. As shown in Table 4, 455

DEP-AMR-POS-G which has better performance 456

and higher precision, requires more rules and run- 457

ning time while AMR-DEP-POS-C whose perfor- 458

mance is the second but recall is higher, requires 459

less rules and running time. Therefore, we find 460

that different integration strategies have their own 461

characteristics and different application scenarios.

Table 4: Rule number and running time of the best
methods in four strategies.

Methods Num P R F1 Time
AMR-DEP-POS-C 990 81.7 77.9 79.4 259m
DEP-AMR-POS-C 990 81.7 77.9 79.4 259m
AMR-DEP-POS-G 1525 89.0 64.1 74.5 239m
DEP-AMR-POS-G 2022 91.6 77.1 83.7 491m

462
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5.6 Error Analysis463

We analyze the error types of aspects which are464

labeled but not extracted by taking D8 dataset as465

an example. Three types are summarized: the first466

is parsing error; the second is that there is no direct467

or indirect syntactic or semantic relations between468

aspects and opinion words; the third is the rule with469

too much or too less constraints.

Table 5: Distribution of the extracted results of three
methods, "+" indicates the aspect extracted is correct,
and "-" indicates that the aspect extracted is wrong.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
AMR-DEP-POS-C – – – – + + + +
AMR-DEP-POS-G – – + + – – + +
DEP-AMR-POS-G – + – + – + – +

Num of Aspects 98 25 0 27 20 48 3 302

470

As shown in Table 5, the extracting results of471

three methods are divided into eight cases. Case 2472

represents the number of aspects which AMR-DEP-473

POS-C and AMR-DEP-POS-G don’t extract but474

DEP-AMR-POS-G extracts is 25. The number of475

different aspects labeled in D8 dataset is 523, AMR-476

DEP-POS-C extracts 373 aspects, AMR-DEP-POS-477

G extracts 332 and DEP-AMR-POS-G extracts 402.478

121 aspects labeled are not extracted from DEP-479

AMR-POS-G, which reduces 4 aspects in the first480

error, 17 aspects in the second error and 8 aspects in481

the third error compared with AMR-DEP-POS-C.482

This shows that DEP-AMR-POS-G can capture the483

deep interaction of language structure and further484

improve the performance of NLP tasks.485

5.7 Case Study486

To better understand in which conditions our best487

method DEP-AMR-POS-G helps, we examine the488

instances that cannot extracted by AMR-DEP-POS-489

C and AMR-DEP-POS-G, but correctly extracted490

by DEP-AMR-POS-G. Moreover, an interpretable491

model should be able to pinpoint exactly why a492

particular prediction was made, and provide the493

reason in a clear and natural way (Letham et al.,494

2012). To better understand the interpretability,495

we present the extracting process of our three best496

methods using the following sentence.497

The veggie burger made from a nice blend of498

chickpeas and carrots.499

Take extracting chickpeas as an example, the500

most related ASP facts are listed:501

f1 pos(chickpeas, nn).502

f2 pos(carrots, nn).503

f3 pos(nice, jj). 504

f4 dep(chickpeas, conj, carrots). 505

f5 dep(blend, amod, nice). 506

f6 amr(and, op, chickpeas). 507

f7 amr(and, op, carrots). 508

f8 amr-dep-pos(and, op-cc-nn, chickpeas). 509

f9 amr-dep-pos(and, op-cc-nn, carrots). 510

f10 dep-amr-pos(blend, amod-mod-vb-jj, nice). 511

f11 dep-amr-pos(blend, prep-vb-nn, chickpeas). 512

f12 opinionword(nice). 513

R1: AMR-DEP-POS-C rule 514

aspect(Aj) :- amr(and, op, Aj),amr(and, op, Ai), 515

dep(Aj , conj, Ai), pos(Aj ,nn), 516

aspect(Ai), not generalWord(Aj). 517

R2: AMR-DEP-POS-G rule 518

aspect(Aj) :- amr-dep-pos(and, op-cc-nn,Aj), 519

amr-dep-pos(and, op-cc-nn, Ai), 520

aspect(Ai), not generalWord(Aj). 521

R3: DEP-AMR-POS-G rule 522

aspect(A) :- dep-amr-pos(H, prep-vb-nn, A), 523

dep-amr-pos(H, amod-mod-vb-jj, O), 524

opinionword (O), not generalWord(A). 525

If we don’t know carrots is an aspect in advance, 526

we cannot extract chickpeas as an aspect based 527

on R1 and R2, this error is caused by the second 528

type of error. But based on R3, chickpeas can be 529

extracted as an aspect. The extracting process is: 530

aspect(chickpeas) :- 531

dep-amr-pos(blend, prep-vb-nn, chickpeas), 532

dep-amr-pos(blend, amod-mod-vb-jj, nice), 533

opinionword(nice), not generalWord(chickpeas). 534

6 Conclusion 535

This paper proposes four integration strategies 536

based on ASP rules to enhance deep syntax- 537

semantics communication of language resources. 538

Specifically, ASP rule concatenation and language 539

structure are explored to capture complementary re- 540

lationship of internal structure between syntax and 541

semantics from different perspectives. Experiments 542

on eight ATE datasets show that our strategies can 543

obtain better results and have different application 544

scenarios. In-depth analysis indicates our methods 545

have interpretability and don’t require a lot of data 546

to train models. 547

In future, we plan to use graph neural network 548

to explore our proposed integration strategies and 549

we also plan to use our strategies to perform other 550

NLP tasks and validate their generalization. 551
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